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ORCA InCISIVE: Demand Response for EVSE

ORCA InCISIVE technology adds Demand Response capability to Andromeda Power’s chargers connecting
them to Power Utilities.

The Andromeda Power Cloud
software ORCA InCISIVE creates
a market place where Aggregators
facilitate the association and
enrollment of EVSE as
controllable loads and/or sources
into IOU DR Programs. Through
ORCA InCISIVE, EVSEs enrolled
by their owners into EV and DER
Programs can be associated with
the IOU Grid Infrastructure by the
Aggregators.
InCISIVE is an innovative network
technology capable of reducing
the cost of electricity, increasing
safety and reliability of the grid.
ORCA InCISIVE embeds
OpenADR 2.0b certified VEN.

The automatic participation of EVSEs to DR events of power curtailment (within EV Programs) and/or power
generation (within DER Programs) is managed by two communication processes: OpenADR 2.0b
communication with the Power Utilities (IOU), and OCPP 1.6 communication with the EV chargers.
Aggregators manage and group EVSEs so that they can appear to the utilities as a single entity or a set of
groups of entities geographically localized, or according to other classification criteria. PEV users interact with
EVSEs by the App InCISIVE installed on their smartphones and have the possibility to Opt In/Out in DR events.

Smart Charger interface of
ORCA InCISIVE on
smartphone display (Android,
iOS, Windows).
The OpenADR communication
icon shows when the charger
is connected to the Power
Utility (in this case “SCE” is
online).

When a DR event becomes active
(red light) the output power of the
charger is curtailed (75% in this
particular case, reducing the output
current from 40 A to 33 A).
The countdown shows the
remaining time of the event.

Once the DR event is terminated
the curtailment is removed and the
chargers operates to their
maximum nominal power.
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